We know the Extreme
Solving global challenges with Arctic knowhow for your success

Team Arctic Finland 2019-2021
Team Arctic Finland represents advanced competencies and is committed to provide optimised total solutions in extreme environments.
Team Arctic Finland
Our Customer Promise

Fast track to planning ➔ One contact point
Reduced design time ➔ Competencies with great synergies
Maximum value ➔ Integrated, optimized and innovative solutions
Team Arctic Finland

We know the arctic and much more

Strong experience of extreme environments brought organizations together to establish the unique Team Arctic Finland

- Ideal innovation partner for improving investment and sustainability performance in remote areas and harsh conditions

- Integrates the best engineering competencies, services, and products into and turnkey deliveries and high performing operations using the Total Concept Approach

- Advanced intelligent solutions for operation optimization (OPEX, CAPEX) and improved safety and environmental management

"The more demanding is your environment and project, the broader is your scope and need of expertise – the more often we make business together."
Team Arctic Finland

ABB
Improves vessel safety, energy efficiency, maneuverability and performance.

Boskalis Terramare
High environmental standards, including knowhow in treatment of contaminated sediments.

DESTIA
Creating intelligent infra solutions that enable the flow of people, goods, services, and energy as a natural part of northern life and the world economy.

ESL Shipping
Dry bulk carrier for the demanding northern conditions. Optimized, reliable, energy efficient and safe cargo deliveries.

PORI OFFSHORE CONSTRUCTIONS
Reliable and proven solutions in delivering structures for demanding conditions applying safe and environmentally conscious practices.

Protacon
Design and project management of electrification, automation and electric drives for the marine industry.

RAUMA MARINE CONSTRUCTIONS
Shipbuilding company specialized in the construction and maintenance of multi-purpose icebreakers, car and passenger ferries, and vessels for use by the armed forces.

STEERPROP
Propulsors to vessels working in the arctic, offshore and cruise industries

RAMBOLL
Shaping sustainable societies.

VTT
Ships and offshore structures "Extensive know-how and innovative solutions"

coordinated by gaia
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Promise for quality and efficiency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPERIENCE</th>
<th>Proven know-how with over 50 successful Arctic projects as references and much more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EFFICIENCY</td>
<td>Systematic engineering with operational efficiency and discipline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELIABILITY</td>
<td>Reliable partner, advanced technologies and quality standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INNOVATIVENESS</td>
<td>Innovative cost-efficient solutions for harsh environments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUSTAINABILITY</td>
<td>Commitment to high sustainability performance and safety standards in harsh working conditions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Team Arctic Finland
Solves global challenges in selected customer segments

Using know-how in specific project contents:

- Offshore activities, special vessels and maritime logistics
- Industrial infrastructure, e.g. ports
- Intelligent remote and autonomous solutions
- Renewables
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More with less management efforts

- **One contact point**
  to manage the optimal network

- **Capability**
  of tackling variety of challenges simultaneously

- **Innovation power**
  with broad spectrum of competencies

- **Vast variety**
  of state of the art tools and solutions for sustainability

- **Capabilities**
  to plan and execute projects with multiple risks

- **Optimized solutions**
  with concrete total cost reduction opportunities
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Support throughout the project’s life cycle

- Early design
- Planning
- Execution
- Operational support
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Total Concept Approach for the demanding environments

- World class design & engineering knowledge
- Advanced solutions for extreme environments’ construction and infrastructure in onshore and offshore
- Data and analysis on ice, weather and climate conditions including ice situation and forecasting tools
- High standards in sustainability performance, working conditions, safety and reliability
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Total Concept Approach for addressing customer needs

1. Marine logistics, fleet and special vessels
2. Offshore systems and solutions
3. Industrial port Infrastructure and facilities
4. Offshore wind modules and facilities
Team Arctic Finland

For more information arcticfinland.fi/teamarctic
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